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This 
retail 
model 
hasn’t 
changed 
much in 
70 
years.

But everything for 
this consumer has.



Millions of homes with no 
two buying the same set 
of grocery items.  

A retail sector whose only 
strategy is low-price.   

And consumers looking 
for greater value.



Our Mission is to revolutionise retail, 
starting with dinner tonight.



Why?

Two reasons: 

1) Because traditional grocery stores are antiquated. 
 
The average grocery store stocks 35,000 items. The typical household buys less 
than 1% of what’s on offer. And research shows that no two households buy exactly 
the same thing. Not only are grocery stores inefficient and expensive as a selling 
platform, they’re a model that hasn’t changed much since the ‘50s. And, according 
to Nielsen, almost half of shoppers say grocery shopping is something they try and 
spend as little time as possible doing. 

2) And because our lives are crazy.  

The average mum is up by 6:38 AM, in bed by 10:23 PM and in-between has 59 
daily tasks that 90% manage largely on their own, which 70% say feel they are 
overwhelmed by. One question, ‘what’s for dinner tonight?’ represents a singular 
task for the 100,000 mums we’re looking to eventually serve because it requires a 
different answer every day: despite limited time, a limited repertoire of recipes, 
AND the need to make more than 2 meals a night on average.  

Speak to shoppers as we’ve done and they’ll tell you they’re ready for something 
better. We believe Independence Market (Indy) is that solution.

“Mass-market strategies 
are losing relevance as 

consumers look for 
unique experiences that 

meet their personal 
demands.”  

Steve Matthesen, President,  

Nielsen Retail Vertical 



How We Work

Every week Independence Market offers a choice of dinners – Ready to Eat, Ready 
to Heat, or Ready to Cook options - that allow for as much or as little involvement 
as you want, and that can be ordered for same-day or advance delivery with no 
subscription required:  

* Your smartphone or laptop is our storefront 

* All our chef-prepared meals are based on family favourites, crowdsourced from mums  

* Our prices are benchmarked against supermarkets and the high street so buying dinner from IM can replace visiting a shop 

* All ingredients are responsibly sourced, natural and nutritionally balanced  

* The service offers a 100% ‘Love It’ money-back guarantee  

With Indy families eat quality meals that cost no more than shopping  
on the high street and mums get part of their day back.



The Proof

Nearly 100% of targeted 
households buy convenience meal 
solutions. Our pre-launch 
quantitative research achieved an 
84% appeal rating, with 71% stating 
a desire to try the service with a 
likely purchase frequency of 2+ 
times per week. Since formally 
launching March 1 of this year 
we’ve grown our registered base 
of families by 15X entirely through 
word of mouth.

15x



How We’re Different

Imagine if Amazon and Avon combined: the best of intelligence and analytics  
with a human face - that’s Independence Market   
Fact: Women control spending in most consumer goods categories.  
BCG: ‘Women feel vastly underserved by the majority of businesses.’  
Harvard: ‘Few companies have responded with time saving solutions made just for them.’  

* We’re not creating a business for technology’s sake, we’re creating it to serve consumers starting with mums. The research tells us 
consumers have virtually no loyalty to where they shop because few businesses put them first. Our competitive differentiation 
starts by knowing our consumers better and by reflecting a service entirely made with them in mind and tailored to their unique 
needs.  

* We land the service in specific neighbourhoods based on targeting data: 4.5M households carefully chosen by leveraging AI 
and cluster analysis to determine households most likely to use our service. Our 3+ year plan is to gain 2% market penetration 
with this group towards building a £100 million business.  

* We identify ‘mavens’, influential local mums we recruit to introduce the service to specific neighbourhoods. 98% of mums 
trust word of mouth referrals from other mums, so why invest millions of pounds in advertising when we can deliver a ‘value 
add’ service with a consumer base that will talk about it?  

* Because of our laser focus on specific neighbourhoods we’re able to complement our direct sales approach with a unique 
click & collect model leveraging households and independent retail at a community level dramatically reducing our 
distribution costs. 



Where We Sell

We know exactly who to sell to  
and where to find them: 

Mass Influence: We used artificial intelligence to identify 1.8 
million mums with a ‘+50%’ stated interest in solutions like 
ours - key for magnifying our sales and marketing message 
through social media.  

Target Clusters: Sophisticated targeting identified 4.5 million 
households across the UK who are right for our service.  
We’ll be employing geofencing to socially recruit and direct 
selling to capitalise on WOM and personal relationships in Top 
30 locales for our target audience. Direct marketing and 
targeted Facebook campaigns will allow us to be laser 
focused in our marketing. 
 
Growth targets: Our 3+ year goal of achieving £100M in 
revenue requires only 2% market penetration of our Target 
Clusters to achieve this.
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Penetration of Mosaic Groups G & H

Number of Households
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How We Sell

We used AI and cluster 
analysis to identify our 
consumer. We used 
targeting data to choose the 
right neighbourhoods based 
on the density of customers.  

We recruit Community 
Partners (CP) - local mums 
who act  as our eyes, ears, 
brains and lead-hosts for 
community outreach  and 
customer recruitment.  

Our CPs recruit ‘mavens’ - 
influential mums who host 
home-based sampling 
events inviting their social 
contacts. The perfect excuse 
to get out of the house 
without kids in tow! This is 
reminiscent of Avon and 
Ann Summers with one big 
difference -families need 
our products every day.  

We marry these hosted 
events with aggressive 
‘refer a friend’ incentives - 
this has enabled us to grow 
our registered base by 15x 
since our launch, all 
through word of mouth! It’s 
also garnered Indy 
incredible positive 
feedback. 
  

Another critical facet of our 
strategy vs other 
companies in our space: 
we’re creating a click & 
collect model using 
neighbourhood mums or 
independent retail that will 
dramatically reduce 
distribution costs and 
increase collection 
convenience.   

I absolutely LOVE what you do and have recommended you to about 10 of my friends so far 
describing you as along same lines as Gousto/HelloFresh but better food, much less faff, far 
better delivery system and without the huge amounts of packaging. Thank you for making 
my life so much easier.  
Rachel J.                                                                                                      This is what success is all about!

1 2 3 4 5

One customer’s 
comment says it all: 

“
”



Model for Success

TRAFFIC x CONVERSION = SALES

  KEY METRICS   PERFORMANCE

  Conversion Rate 10%

  Average Transactional Value £22.42

  Repeat Purchase 76%

Our numbers stack up. In the first 6 months of trading we have 
exceeded our sales conversion, repeat purchase and average spend 
metrics. We need to aggressively invest in continued consumer 
acquisition to scale the business.

Our conversion rate is 5x higher than the industry 
average for an e-commerce business and our repeat 
purchase is considerably over-indexing. This 
demonstrates positive adoption and purchase loyalty - 
two vital ingredients for scaling the business. Now we 
need to grow the base through highly targeted, high 
density customer acquisition.  



Competitive/Like Models

vs. Tesco: the UK’s no. 1 retailer focuses most of their 
value proposition around low price which forces their 
suppliers to cut corners and reduce quality of service. 
Their current model doesn’t allow for delineating their 
service standards by customer segment and the basic 
customer experience hasn’t changed much in 70 years. 
Their large formats struggle to be profitable; the 
sector has run out of high-quality locations for their 
convenience formats.  

vs. Hello Fresh: this 6-year old company has raised in excess 
of $200M in investment and now services 8 countries to 
greater or lesser degrees. Their core offer of ‘meal kits’ isn’t 
optimised for families, they consequently suffer from huge 
rates of customer churn. Incredible when you consider the 
daily need of people to eat - clearly there’s an issue with 
their product offer. 

vs. Amazon: while certainly a great company, Amazon 
is fundamentally no different than Ocado or tesco.com 
- they merely aggregate content and offer it at a 
perceptually lower price point. However they 
dominate in the ability to allow consumers to 
immediately access the products they're after - and 
this is what we're inspired to build into our own 
platform. But rather than trying to be all things to all 
people our focus is on using analytics to curate the 
right products for our customer base. 

vs. Avon: while our goal in the short-term isn’t to see Avon as 
a competitor, it’s important to consider the model. Direct 
Selling models like Avon’s are extremely successful but they 
suffer from high rates of sales force churn. There’s growing 
interest, particularly amongst women, for ‘kitchen table 
businesses’, those business opportunities that allow mums 
flexibility of time without the need to have business 
experience. Our model supports our Community Partners 
with an e-commerce platform that does daily selling freeing 
them up to focus on new customer acquisition. 

http://tesco.com


ROI

We’re building Indy to be acquired by a 
major grocery retailer, here’s why: 
   
The current grocery retail model is struggling to adapt to the needs 
of today’s consumers, and traditional formats are struggling to 
maintain and grow profitability - segmentation, differentiation, and 
value are the pillars of our offer. 

Our ‘IP’ is consumer insight built around the top 20% of households 
combined with a unique selling network of mums embedded 
within our trading areas. 

Their acquisition of Independence Market will rapidly improve on 
their current model - and they'll be able to immediately produce 
higher margins as a result of what their core strength actually is: 
supply chain management. 

Stores are expensive to build, we have the potential to scale-up our 
product offer and geographic reach to every corner of the country 
without significant additional investment. 



Investment requirement

Having raised over £220,000 as seed capital with a 
recent pre-money valuation of £1.5 million, the 
company is seeking to raise a further £150,000-
£250,000 to fund our scale-up through to early-mid 
2018 where we’ll assess the need for further 
investment to drive further rapid growth. We are 
approved for EIS tax relief. 

Scale up:
We began with 30 households and have increased 
our registered base by 15x through word of mouth. 
Our average transaction value is higher by 50% 
than originally forecast and we’re now tweaking 
the product offer to increase purchase frequency 
and value. Our end of October target of 500 
registered households in select neighbourhoods 
has been achieved, our end of Nov. target of 700 is 
well on its way.

Additional Investment:
All of the monies raised will go into further 
growing our customer base to 2000 registered 
households by Spring 2018 as we work towards 
our Milestone 1 - 10,000 homes - and Milestone 2 
- 100,000 homes - targets. This will give us a 
forecasted annual sales revenue of £100M with 
2% market penetration of our high-value target 
households. 

Additional Investment:



Crack team
Robert Hocking – Founder, CEO 

25 years working with brands such as Unilever, Kraft, Metro, Moet Hennessey, IBM, and 
Dell. Robert is also a Teaching Fellow with Said Business School, University of Oxford.  

Bryan Wilsher – Director  

Chartered Accountant with more than 40 years of financial and commercial experience; 
former CFO of 400 person group and led a private equity raise of £20m+.  

Alan Williams – Director  

An English solicitor with extensive SME experience at a senior partner level.  

Stephen Taylor - Investor 

More than 20 years in senior sales and marketing roles in both multinational and private 
equity backed businesses, including working with P & G’s Gillette, Oral-B, Duracell, and 
Pampers brands, as GM business development for Findus Group, and most recently as 
Chief Marketing Officer for Samsung Europe. 

Lindsay Loxley - Investor/Franchisee Consultant 

Lindsay is the epitome of ‘self made’: an entrepreneur with more than 25 years of 
success in business, she’s a founding investor in IM, as well as being the owner of 
Compass Financial Management and Women in Business Networking. 

John Baker – Operations Contributor  

20 years experience including senior operations roles at Mitchells & Butlers, Pizza Hut, 
and 7 years as MD of Debenhams’ £80m food business.  

Elspeth Copeland – Product and Menu Development  

Has helped create over 800 private label food items and has previously managed a 
$500M prepared meals unit for a leading retailer.  

Julie Holmes and Asfah Kosir - Founding Community Partners 

Julie and Asfah are the first recruits in the community - connected mums who live and 
breathe what Independence Market is all about. 



THANK YOU 
WE’D LOVE TO HAVE YOU ON-BOARD


